Abstract-Several theoretical laser transmitter concepts for low Earth orbit free space optical applications were investigated. A suitable, cost effective design including a beam steering unit as well as a fully automated laser divergence control was realized and characterized. For this only commercial off the shelf components were used.
I. INTRODUCTION
For several free space optical applications like laser ranging or optical communication dedicated laser transmitters are necessary. Such a laser transmitter guides the laser beam from a stationary laser source onto a moveable platform. Additionally the beam is shaped to fulfill specific requirements at the output of the laser transmitter. Since the obtained signal strength decreases with increasing laser beam divergence and pointing error these quantities are crucial for targets in Earth orbit. The following sections introduce a laser transmitter design capable for optical free space applications to space objects using commercial off-the-shelf components. This allows an easy upgrade of already existing passive telescopes with laser transmitters. A realization and characterization of such a laser transmitter prototype confirms the theoretical considerations.
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A theoretical research based on the link budget equation presented in [1] shows, that a laser beam divergence d smaller than the standard deviation r of a random, Gaussian distributed pointing error of the beam is not beneficial in terms of the signal strength. Thus an output laser beam diameter D of the order of D=2 /( r ) is sufficient [2] . This analysis is based on the assumption that only a random, Gaussian distributed pointing error is present and any static pointing error is compensated by a beam steering mechanism. In order to compensate optical misalignment as well as small static, deterministic deviations like the finite speed of light, the beam steering unit has to deflect the laser beam in the range of milliradians with microradian accuracy.
Several laser transmitter designs which satisfy these requirements were investigated in a study to figure out the specific advantages of the different approaches. 
III. REALIZED LASER TRANSMITTER
A fiber based solution was chosen to guide the light from a stationary laser to the beam shaping optics since it combines various benefits like cost effective realization, simple alignment and satisfying beam quality [2] . A beam shaping optic made of commercially available components fulfilling all necessary requirements was designed. It consists of a beam deflection unit, a motorized beam expander for laser divergence control and a refractive beam expanding unit for realization of a 6cm (1/e²) output beam diameter.
A prototype of the beam shaping optic was set up and characterized in the laboratory. The achievable beam steering accuracy was identified to be 1μrad. A fully automated divergence control scheme was implemented to adjust the beam divergence to the desired value. For this purpose the divergence is measured using a shear plate in front of the beam expander. Dedicated software processes the recorded images containing the shear plate interference pattern and drives the motorized beam expander. Divergence angles as low as several 10μrad can be achieved using this set-up.
